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Cooperative Exploration Strategy for Micro-Aerial Vehicles Fleet

Nesrine Mahdoui1, Vincent Frémont1, Enrico Natalizio1

Abstract— In this paper, the problem of the exploration of
an unknown environment by deploying a fleet of Micro-Aerial
Vehicles (MAV) is considered. As a single robot has already
proven its efficiency for this task, the challenge is to extend it
to a multi-robots system to reduce the exploration time. For this
purpose, a cooperative navigation strategy is proposed based on
a specific utility function and inter-robots data exchange. The
novelty comes from the exchange of the frontiers points instead
of maps, which allows to reduce computation and data amount
within the network. The proposed system has been implemented
and tested under ROS using the Gazebo simulator. The results
demonstrate that the proposed navigation strategy efficiently
spreads robots over the environment for a faster exploration.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, researchers have become interested in
using MAV fleets to implement new features and execute
new tasks over large scale environments such as disaster
surveillance, inundation monitoring, environment discovery,
infrastructure inspection, etc. Among these, the exploration
and mapping of large areas is still a challenging task and one
of the fundamental problem in aerial robotics with limited
embedded processing capabilities and energy. In this way,
many Simultaneous Localization And Mapping algorithms
(SLAM) have been proposed for a single robot, and recent
research trends are oriented to their extension to MAV fleets.
The possibility of using multiple agents is often proposed,
due to different advantages such as: increased efficiency, re-
duced mission time, robustness to agent failure (scalability),
etc.

Nevertheless, when it comes to multi-MAV exploration,
many challenges arise. When working in team, interferences
may occur between the embedded sensors. Also, agents
(robots) have to avoid collisions with the obstacles and the
other members of the team. Furthermore, a fleet coordination
has to be set up to avoid to visit areas that have been already
explored, or to visit the same area at the same time. To be
able to have a cooperative behaviour, fleet members have to
collect information about each others. This is mostly done
by wireless communication between MAV.

Compared to a group of robots that does not involve
communication, inter-robots data exchange is beneficial even
if it is limited. However, sometimes communication may fail,
so the MAV have to be able to continue the exploration on
their own.

In this paper, an algorithm for coordinating a MAV fleet is
presented in order to efficiently explore an unknown environ-
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ment using an unknown number of robots. The purpose of
this paper is to investigate the following research directions:
• Using multi-robots system for exploration efficiency;
• Coordinating the fleet by using inter-robots communi-

cations;
• Improving area coverage using simultaneous explo-

ration and coverage strategies;
• Treating the considered system as a system of system

to handle fleet scalability.
Based on these research directions, the main contributions

of this work are the following:
• Introducing a decentralized and coordinated exploration

algorithm using both limited sensor range and commu-
nication range;

• Increasing fleet coordination scalability (adding or re-
moving robots);

• Spreading autonomous MAV within the environment to
speed up the exploration and to reduce energy consump-
tion;

• Handling of limited information exchange between
MAV.

In multiple robots system coordination, data exchange
mainly focuses on maps. In this paper, the proposed idea
is to exchange frontiers data instead. To the best of our
knowledge, this is first work that proposes a cooperative
navigation strategy based on frontiers data exchange.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, re-
lated works on the multiple robots exploration and coverage
systems is proposed. Then, the proposed strategy for multi-
MAV coordination is presented in Section III. The following
Section describes the simulations performed to assess the
reliability of our technique. And finally, we conclude the
paper with Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

Exploration strategies can be classified in different man-
ners. Among them, random explorations, where a robot
explores random points around itself within a given distance,
have been proposed. Frontier features exploration where a
robot explores unknown areas nearby already explored areas
have been also published [1], [2]. Finally, human directed
exploration where the human directs the robot for exploration
have been presented. In this paper, a focus on frontier-based
exploration [1], [2] is proposed. The exploration strategy can
also be combined with coverage constraints [3], where both
the target and the path to reach it are processed.

In coordinated multi-robots exploration, one robot has to
choose its target state while running coordination with other



robots. One way to do that is to have a joint map in a central
server/robot. A goal state can then be assigned for each robot
[4], [5]. An alternative way to represent the environment is
to use occupancy grid map. In [6], the authors introduce
coverage maps, where a posterior probability distribution
about whether the corresponding cell is covered by an
obstacle or not, is stored in each cell of the grid.

The problem of group exploration deals with the challenge
of spreading the robots as much as possible for a full
coverage while maintaining communications between them.
The rolling dispersion approach [7] achieves full exploration
with a small number of robots and an environment that are
both unknown. The dispersion and coordination of robots
are based on data exchange and processing. Mostly, for
that purpose, the robots share their maps and merge them
to get a joint map [8], [9]. Some cooperative approaches
in [10], [11] propose to take into account constraints on
communication limits in order to achieve an efficient and
distributed exploration.

When it comes to collaborative mapping and navigation
problems [12], tasks can be shared between cartographers
that look for target and a navigator that has to reach it.
In [13], for the assignment of different targets to different
robots, the costs of reaching a target point and the utility
of target points are taken into account. In [5], the idea is
to maximize the overall utility by minimizing the potential
for overlap in information gain amongst the various robots.
Another approach [14] is proposed where the solution is to
switch from cooperative to individual exploration behavior
if some conditions are not satisfied.

Related to the exploration and coverage problem, a pos-
sible approach is to divide the environment into regions to
explore. The art gallery problem [15] or also called museum
problem is an example. It is a computational geometry
problem that consists of triangulation to optimally place
cameras in a gallery (interior of an n-vertex simple polygon)
so that the whole gallery is covered. This problem has been
improved and different algorithms [16] have been proposed
depending on the polygon form, the segment number, the
cameras number, etc. Based on the same context of envi-
ronment subdivision, algorithms based on Voronoi approach
have been proposed [17] to cope with intersection of sensing
area, redundant data, communication interference, and en-
ergy waste sensor and radio ranges. In [18], the environment
is divided into segments based on its structure. And then
robots are assigned to explore the corresponding areas.

This exploration topic has been also well investigated in
swarm robotics and can be used with extended resources [19]
to do tasks such as foraging, discovering and coverage. In
this context, different methods are used. Some of them [20]
are based on a combination of pheromones to keep track of
the visited places for navigation.

III. MAV FLEET COORDINATION

This section discusses the concepts underlying the coor-
dination strategy. The implementation details are presented
in section IV. In the proposed approach, a decentralized

algorithm to coordinate multi-MAV fleet is adopted. The aim
is to efficiently explore an unknown environment by reducing
the time needed for this mission with limited embedded pro-
cessing capabilities. The considered fleet may be composed
of an unknown number of heterogeneous robots.

A. Clusters and Status Selection

Since the communication range can be limited, only some
agents may communicate with others and thus they form
a so-called cluster. In each of the clusters, one MAV is
responsible for the coordination. This MAV has a Leader
status. It is a robot that is able to make cooperative decision
for others taking into account some specific exchanged
information. Other MAV that belong to the cluster have an
Explorer status.

Since the decision is decentralized and, in order to avoid
the mission interruption if the Leader is out of order,
two principles are adopted. The first is that each MAV is
autonomous, so when it does not receive a response from
its Leader, it can follow its exploration on its own based on
its local data. The second is that if the Leader goes out of
the communication range, a new one is then chosen. Indeed,
the status is always updated to cope with cluster changes. A
MAV is proclaimed Leader when its identification number
is the smallest in the cluster [21]. Thus, the algorithm of
status selection is distributed among the team and it ensures
uniqueness of the Leader status.

So at the beginning of the mission, each member of the
fleet has a Leader status by default, and gradually, when
the robots share their identification numbers with each other,
each one chooses its appropriate status.

B. The Exploration Process

The exploration process outline is presented in Fig. 1. It
is implemented on all MAV in the fleet. Depending on the
MAV status, the behavior is adapted for the mission.

Fig. 1. Outline of the exploration process implementation.

1) The Mapping Process: In order to create a map of
the environment, localization information and point cloud
reconstruction are used. The mapping process is handled
by the Octomap mapping framework [22] based on the
octree encoding [23]. Indeed, the Octomap framework is a
state estimation and a mapping process that presents several
advantages especially for memory consumption. It is also
largely adopted by the robotic community. Using only a low



cost RGB-D camera, the Octomap framework can generate,
on-line, an accurate 3D map for ground robot as well as
flying ones [24], in both challenging scenarios like fast
camera motion or feature-less environments [25].

2) Frontiers and Information Gain: As said previously,
each robot must have a goal to reach, while avoiding
collisions and maximizing exploration in a minimum time.
For this purpose a frontier-based approach is proposed. The
frontier environment represents all the free voxels, in the
explored area, that are adjacent to obstacle or unknown
spaces.

For all these frontiers fij of robot i in F, the corresponding
information gain is computed as:
• Assigning, at the beginning, the same value of 1 to all

candidate states. Then, this value is reduced, using a
probability function, for the adjacent candidate states
according to their relative distance to it [4].

• Considering the voxels in the map where the number of
unknown and not occluded voxels in the view frustum
of the target goal tg are estimated [3].

The first method is general and does not depend on the
updated explored area of the map. The second one is more
precise because it depends on the real estimation of the
amount of information gained when visiting this state, but it
requires more computation. In our case, the information gain
I(fij) is the number of unknown voxels that are adjacent to
this target [26].

These frontiers are then exchanged with the other robots of
the fleet and processed to keep only the potential candidate
goals. Candidate goals are defined as all target goals tg ∈ G
located on frontier F between free and unknown cells. All
frontiers on overlapping explored area are also removed.
These candidates are selected such that dmin(si, tg) <
Dcom, where dmin(si, tg) is the minimum distance between
neighbors’ state si that was shared by communication and the
target goal tg . Dcom is a minimum range that is allowed for
communication between two robots. This distance guarantees
that the robots maintain a certain communication without
imposing a rigid distance between them.

3) The Utility Function: An utility function is used to
estimate the utility of going to a certain state goal while
taking into account the cost and the information gained. The
proposed utility function is inspired by [3], where it is used
for a single robot exploration. In this paper, it has been
extended for multiple MAV case.

U(tj) = I(tj) exp(−λ.(dmin(si, tj)

+ nC/

nC∑
k=1,k 6=i

(dmin(sk, tj)))) (1)

where I(tj) is the information gain of the target goal tj , λ is a
tuning parameter for trade-off between rapid exploration and
filling in details, nC is the number of neighbors in the cluster
C, and dmin(si, tj) is the shortest distance from robot i’s
state to the candidate target goal.

Eq. 1 is a function of x = dmin(si, tj) that represents the
minimum distance between current robot state and the candi-
date target state tj . The smaller the distance dmin(si, tj), the
more important the utility function. Therefore, the position
tj is more likely to be chosen as a future target.

The parameter
∑nC

k=1,k 6=i(dmin(sk, tj)) represents the
sum of minimum distance between target state tj and
the neighbors’ state sk. So, if the candidate state has
neighboring robots that are too far, the utility function
will decrease and the candidate target is more likely to be
chosen, and vice versa.

Actually two cases where the sum∑nC

k=1,k 6=i(dmin(sk, tj)) can be equal to zero. The first one
is when there are no neighbors. In this case, nC = 0 and the
the equation becomes: U(tj) = I(tj) exp(−λ.(dmin(si, tj)).
The second case is when the candidate state goal and the
neighbors state are almost confused (too close to each
other). In this case the target goal is less likely to be chosen.

Actually nC is added to compute the distance average
of neighbors. This is because the sum of them could be
important either when one far neighbor is considered and
it can be choose as tj ; or when several neighbors exist but
they are at a relatively short distances.

4) Goal Assignment: Based on the computed utility func-
tions, the robot has to choose its next state. For a single robot
exploration, the best way is to go to the closest unexplored
area that has the lowest cost path while maximizing the
information gained [3].

However, when robots operate in a team, they have to
be efficiently spread in the environment while avoiding
to go to places already explored. Therefore, a cooperative
exploration strategy is needed. Thereby, a goal is assigned
to each robot in the team based on collected information
about others. This assignment of pairs (robot with state goal)
is satisfying a trade-off between distance to this location
and the information gained by visiting it. The algorithm 1
proposes a cooperative decision making to assign robot to
state.

To assign appropriate target for each MAV, algorithm 1 is
used to maximize the utility function. The information gain
of adjacent targets [4] is then reduced within the distance of
sensor range.

This algorithm is implemented on-board at each member
of the fleet, since each one is likely to become a Leader.
However, it is run only by one robot: the Leader. The
assigned targets are then sent back to the concerned MAV.
When a MAV, for some reason (out of communication range
when the states are sent back, communication issues, etc.),
does not receive the target assigned after an elapsed time,
it will decide autonomously, depending on its collected
information, which is the next state to go to.

C. Communication and Collected Data Management

During the mission and to take advantages of the MAV
fleet, the robots exchange some information among them.



Input : Eventual target goals tj with tj ∈ G,
information gain about them I(tj), states of
Leader(me) and Explorer robots si in the
cluster C, number of robots in the cluster nc

Output: θ(i, j) assignement of robot i with target j
Assigned target G = ∅
while robot i still without target goal do

/* Assign available states to
robots in the cluster respecting
a trade-off between distance and
the amount of information
gained. */

while tj /∈ G do
U(tj) = I(tj) exp(−λ.(dmin(si, tj) +
nC/

∑nC

k=1,k 6=i(dmin(sk, tj))))
end
tj′ = argmaxtj∈G∩GU(tj)
Associate robot i to target state j′ → θ(i, j′)
/* reduce the information gain of

the adjacent targets in distance
of sensor range */

/* ) */
while tj ∈ G ∩ G do

if dist(tj′ , tj) <= sensorRange then
I(tj) = I(tj)− I(tj). exp[−γ.‖tj′ − tj‖2]

end
end
G = G∪ tj′

end
Algorithm 1: Goal assignment for coordinated multi-MAV.

This communication is a key component for a cooperative
exploration strategy. As introduced in the section III-A, MAV
in the same clusters are those that communicate with each
others and share the same Leader. Data exchange in the
system can be classified into two types. The first one is local
data where the MAV share its identification number and its
state with its neighbors. This is used for status selection.
Furthermore, the MAV exchange global data for cooperative
goal assignment purpose. Instead of sharing their maps [4],
[5], [8], [21], [26], it consists on sending frontiers fi with
respective information gain I(fi) to the Leader of the cluster.
This novelty allows the fleet to share less information on
their network, to divide the computation of frontiers and
information gained over all members, and to save the map
merging time and the required memory.

Collecting data from robots allows the achievement of
a global view of the explored environment and, thus, it
facilitates the task of assigning goals to not visited areas.
When it comes to map exchange, the map merging step
allows the detection of the overlap between maps and, thus,
it avoids redundant target goals. The same process should
be done when sharing frontiers to avoid choosing target
goals situated in an already mapped environment. Indeed, the
received frontiers from the Explorer are processed to remove
the overlapping areas. The contouring shape of frontiers are

determined. Let us consider fij frontiers of robot j and
fik frontiers of robot k. If fij is within the contouring
shape of robot k, then fij is removed. And if fik is within
the contouring shape of robot j, fik is then removed. So
that all points that belong to their intersection are removed.
The candidate targets goal is then obtained and the goal
assignment algorithm (see Algo. 1) is applied. This process
is done by pairs if there are more than two set of frontiers.

D. Path planning and control

In the path planning and control layer, the MAV plans a
path and follows it to reach the assigned target. By retrieving
the on-line built occupancy grid map, the MAV constructs a
corresponding cost-map. Given this local cost-map, the MAV
plans a path from its current state to the target goal following
the Dijkstra’s algorithm [27].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The exploration strategy described above has been imple-
mented and evaluated in simulation.

A. Implementation Details

For the evaluation, we have used ROS 1 and Gazebo
simulator 2 on a 2.60GHz i7 Linux machine. In each sim-
ulation, we have used the Hector quad-rotor model [28]
for the mobile robot. Each MAV is equipped with a single
front-looking RGBD camera sensor with outputs of 640×480
pixels. MAV fly in an indoor environment as shown in Fig.
2. To fairly compare simulations, the same parameters and
conditions are kept for all runs.

Fig. 2. Simulated indoor environment in Gazebo.

B. Exploration evaluation

Experiments have been performed in order to validate
the proposed exploration strategy, the use of multiple MAV
system and to demonstrate the benefits of cooperative team.
The Fig. 3 shows a mapped environment of Fig. 2 after an
autonomous exploration deployment of a single MAV.

1http://www.ros.org/
2http://gazebosim.org/



Fig. 3. Local map of a single robot autonomous exploration.

1) Exploration with a team of MAV: The goal of the first
experiment is to demonstrate the advantage of our approach
to cover efficiently an unknown environment using a fleet
of MAV instead of a single robot. In all runs execution,
it is assumed that the environment is initially unknown
aw well as the number of MAV. The Tab. I shows the
estimated mapping time for different MAV number using
the cooperative navigation strategy. It is important to notice
that the more the number of MAV increases, the less the
mapping time is important. Indeed, the time is reduced by 7
minutes from using one to two MAV.

Run # Mapping
robots

Mapping time

1 1 23 min
2 2 16 min

TABLE I
EXPLORATION RUNS EVALUATION USING DIFFERENT MAV NUMBERS.

2) Cooperative versus Non Cooperative MAV Explo-
ration: The second simulations are designed to show the
capability of the proposed approach to improve the explo-
ration performances when using coordinated MAV compared
to uncoordinated ones. For this, the robots are able to build
their own maps on-line while exploring the environment.
Then, they exchange their identification numbers within
their respective clusters to nominate the Leader. After the
status selection, Explorers determine and send to the Leader
their frontiers features fi. Furthermore, the Leader needs
to remove frontiers that belong to the overlapping areas in
addition to frontiers that are near obstacles. This process is
shown in Fig.4. It allows us to avoid to assign target goals
tj that do not belong to an already explored area.

Additional simulations with MAV fleet that are cooperat-
ing compare to others that are not, have been carried out.
The results are summarized in Tab. II. One can notice that
the cooperative fleet achieves the mission by using less goal
targets than the non cooperative one.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, cooperative MAV exploration strategy that

is able to cope with limited sensor and communication range

Run # Mapping
robots

# Targets goal
reached/MAV

Cooperative 2 27 for MAV1
and 18 for
MAV2

Non coopera-
tive

2 41 for each
MAV

TABLE II
COOPERATIVE VERSUS NON COOPERATIVE EXPLORATION RUNS

EVALUATION.

has been proposed. The MAV are spread in the environment
while avoiding visiting already known areas or exploring the
same area at the same time. Also, frontiers data exchange
has been proposed instead of usual maps exchange to allow
less memory consumption and faster computations.

As future works, we plan to run real world environment
experiments with the proposed exploration strategy on-board
MAV and also to increase the number of robots within the
fleet. We also plan to extend our approach to use relative
localization techniques within our exploration strategy. From
the networking side, we plan to investigation new commu-
nication protocols to improve the data exchange robustness.
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